Laser Guided Democracy
As recognized, adventure as skillfully as experience about lesson, amusement,
as competently as conformity can be gotten by just checking out a ebook Laser
Guided Democracy afterward it is not directly done, you could believe even
more going on for this life, re the world.
We have enough money you this proper as skillfully as easy pretentiousness to
get those all. We pay for Laser Guided Democracy and numerous ebook
collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the midst of
them is this Laser Guided Democracy that can be your partner.
Service Media, taking the public
service remit into the digital age.
The Public Service Internet provides
opportunities for public debate,
participation, and the advancement of
social cohesion. Accompanying the
Manifesto are materials that informed
its creation: Christian Fuchs’ report
of the results of the Public Service
Media/Internet Survey, the written
version of Graham Murdock’s online
talk on public service media today,
and a summary of an ecomitee.com
discussion of the Manifesto’s
foundations.
Revolver revue 2006
Taxing the Rich Kenneth Scheve
2017-11-07 In today's social climate
of acknowledged and growing
inequality, why are there not greater
efforts to tax the rich? In this
wide-ranging and provocative book,
Kenneth Scheve and David Stasavage
ask when and why countries tax their
wealthiest citizens—and their answers
may surprise you. Taxing the Rich
draws on unparalleled evidence from
twenty countries over the last two
centuries to provide the broadest and
most in-depth history of progressive
taxation available. Scheve and
Stasavage explore the intellectual
and political debates surrounding the
taxation of the wealthy while also
providing the most detailed
examination to date of when taxes
have been levied against the rich and
when they haven't. Fairness in
debates about taxing the rich has
depended on different views of what
it means to treat people as equals
and whether taxing the rich advances
or undermines this norm. Scheve and
Stasavage argue that governments

Western Responses to Terrorism Ronald
D. Crelinsten 2012-11-12 This volume
combines case studies of national
responses to terrorism with analyses
of conceptual, political, economic
and data-collection problems
surrounding the control of terrorism
in democratic societies over the last
25 years.
Spare Change Poetry and inappropriate
musings J. Coalhouse Lewis 2017-12-25
Poetry infused with realism. Casting
a light on the stories and people
that dwell in the shadows.
The Public Service Media and Public
Service Internet Manifesto Christian
Fuchs 2021-09-07 This book presents
the collectively authored Public
Service Media and Public Service
Internet Manifesto and accompanying
materials.The Internet and the media
landscape are broken. The dominant
commercial Internet platforms
endanger democracy. They have created
a communications landscape
overwhelmed by surveillance,
advertising, fake news, hate speech,
conspiracy theories, and algorithmic
politics. Commercial Internet
platforms have harmed citizens,
users, everyday life, and society.
Democracy and digital democracy
require Public Service Media. A
democracy-enhancing Internet requires
Public Service Media becoming Public
Service Internet platforms – an
Internet of the public, by the
public, and for the public; an
Internet that advances instead of
threatens democracy and the public
sphere. The Public Service Internet
is based on Internet platforms
operated by a variety of Public
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don't tax the rich just because
inequality is high or rising—they do
it when people believe that such
taxes compensate for the state
unfairly privileging the wealthy.
Progressive taxation saw its heyday
in the twentieth century, when
compensatory arguments for taxing the
rich focused on unequal sacrifice in
mass warfare. Today, as technology
gives rise to wars of more limited
mobilization, such arguments are no
longer persuasive. Taxing the Rich
shows how the future of tax reform
will depend on whether political and
economic conditions allow for new
compensatory arguments to be made.
American Wars, American Peace Philip
D. Beidler 2010-01-25 As a writer,
Philip D. Beidler has often drawn on
his combat experience in Vietnam and
his deep engagement with American
popular culture. His essays tap these
sources in powerful, truth-telling
ways. In American Wars, American
Peace, another voice emerges,
distinct yet also tied to Beidler’s
wartime memories and his love of
literature, film, and music. It is
the voice of one of the “baby-boom
progeny of the ‘Greatest Generation’
who at home and abroad became the
foot soldiers” not just in Vietnam
but in the Peace Corps, the civil
rights movement, the women’s
movement, and beyond. Beidler has
experienced enough of history to
question “the kinds of peace that one
empire after another has tried to
impose on the world at whatever
immense costs.” As he reflects on
terrorism, patriotism, geopolitics,
sacrifice, propaganda, and more,
Beidler revisits his generation’s
“inherited vision of national
purpose”--and he asks what happened.
These essays are a sobering wake-up
call for even the most informed and
conscientious citizen.
Fragmented Democracy Jamila Michener
2018-03-22 Because of federalism,
Medicaid takes very different forms
in different places. This has
dramatic and crucial consequences for
democratic citizenship.
Foundations of Social Democracy
Tobias Gombert 2017
Iraq Reconstruction Javed Ahmad Khan
2008
laser-guided-democracy

Education, Democracy and Citizenship
Revisited Yusef Waghid 2010-11-01
This book contains a revised
collection of previously published
articles spanning a period of five
years (2004-2009) during which my
original thoughts on democratic
citizenship education have been
developed. Central to this book is
the notion that democratic
citizenship education ought to be
deliberative, compassionate and
friendly in order that teachers and
students (learners) may respect one
another and take risks in and through
their pedagogical encounters. In this
way, hopefully, students and teachers
may become more critical, explorative
and engaging. - Yusef Waghid
Global Trends 2030 National
Intelligence Council (U.S.) 2012 This
report is intended to stimulate
thinking about the rapid and vast
geopolitical changes characterizing
the world today and possible global
trajectories over the next 15 years.
As with the NIC's previous Global
Trends reports, we do not seek to
predict the future, which would be an
impossible feat, but instead provide
a framework for thinking about
possible futures and their
implications. In-depth research,
detailed modeling and a variety of
analytical tools drawn from public,
private and academic sources were
employed in the production of Global
Trends 2030. NIC leadership engaged
with experts in nearly 20 countries,
from think tanks, banks, government
offices and business groups, to
solicit reviews of the report.
Rage + Hope Peter McLaren 2006
Textbook
Parameters 1984
Honeybee Democracy Thomas D. Seeley
2010-09-20 Honeybees make decisions
collectively--and democratically.
Every year, faced with the life-ordeath problem of choosing and
traveling to a new home, honeybees
stake everything on a process that
includes collective fact-finding,
vigorous debate, and consensus
building. In fact, as world-renowned
animal behaviorist Thomas Seeley
reveals, these incredible insects
have much to teach us when it comes
to collective wisdom and effective
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decision making. A remarkable and
richly illustrated account of
scientific discovery, Honeybee
Democracy brings together, for the
first time, decades of Seeley's
pioneering research to tell the
amazing story of house hunting and
democratic debate among the
honeybees. In the late spring and
early summer, as a bee colony becomes
overcrowded, a third of the hive
stays behind and rears a new queen,
while a swarm of thousands departs
with the old queen to produce a
daughter colony. Seeley describes how
these bees evaluate potential nest
sites, advertise their discoveries to
one another, engage in open
deliberation, choose a final site,
and navigate together--as a swirling
cloud of bees--to their new home.
Seeley investigates how evolution has
honed the decision-making methods of
honeybees over millions of years, and
he considers similarities between the
ways that bee swarms and primate
brains process information. He
concludes that what works well for
bees can also work well for people:
any decision-making group should
consist of individuals with shared
interests and mutual respect, a
leader's influence should be
minimized, debate should be relied
upon, diverse solutions should be
sought, and the majority should be
counted on for a dependable
resolution. An impressive exploration
of animal behavior, Honeybee
Democracy shows that decision-making
groups, whether honeybee or human,
can be smarter than even the smartest
individuals in them.
Polls and Politics Michael A.
Genovese 2012-02-01 A provocative
examination of the use and abuse of
public opinion polls.
Political Satire, Postmodern Reality,
and the Trump Presidency Mehnaaz
Momen 2018-12-11 This book is an indepth analysis of the phenomenon of
the takeover of politics by
entertainment. The author looks for
answers in the parallel evolution of
satire, the media, and politics, and
how each has influenced the other and
the implications of this
interconnectedness for political
discourse.
laser-guided-democracy

Rights and Democracy Henk Botha
2004-01-01 The twelve essays in this
book pay tribute to senior Harvard
law professor Frank Michelman whose
thinking ? and input ? on
Constitutional Law has made a great
contribution to constitutional
development in South Africa. These
essays are the work of some of the
best practical and academic legal
minds in this country and, given
South Africa?s recent successes in
this field, represent an advanced
position in constitutional thinking
in the world.
The Irony of Democracy Thomas R. Dye
1996 The elites and not the masses
govern our country is the theme of
this affordable THOMSON ADVANTAGE
BOOKS version ofTHE IRONY OF
DEMOCRACY. Known for its "elitist
approach" to American Government,
this text presents its argument in a
new context--the politics of the 21st
century--including the Clinton and
Bush Administrations effects on
government and politics the U.S.
Doctoral Dissertations Columbia
University. Graduate Faculties 1972
Stalemate: An Anatomy of Conflicts
between Democracies, Islamists, and
Muslim Autocrats Erik A. Claessen
2010-10-06 This text provides an indepth analysis of the politics and
organization of Muslim autocracies,
radical Islamist movements, and
democracies, explaining their
influence on the never-ending
conflicts in the Middle East. •
Bibliography contains numerous Arab
and Muslim-authored works rarely
cited in the West, but are highly
influential on Arab political thought
and Islamic social mobilization •
Provides a glossary of dozens of
critical Islamic concepts like
Ijtihaad, Ulema, Awqaf, Zakat,
Taqfir, and Hudna that are key to
understanding Middle Eastern
sociopolitical and diplomatic
discourse • An index of concepts,
persons, locations, and events allows
quick access to information by
grouping similar concepts or
directing the reader to related terms
The Age of The Strongman Gideon
Rachman 2022-04-07 'Essential and
definitive' - CATHERINE BELTON,
author of PUTIN'S PEOPLE We are in a
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new era. Since the beginning of the
millennium, when Vladimir Putin took
power in Russia, authoritarian
leaders have come to dominate global
politics. Self-styled strongmen have
risen to power in Moscow, Beijing,
Delhi, Brasilia, Budapest, Ankara,
Riyadh and Washington. How and why
did this new style of strongman
leadership arrive? How likely is it
to lead to war or economic collapse?
And what forces are in place not only
to keep these strongmen in check but
to reverse the trend? Everywhere they
go, these leaders encourage a cult of
personality. They are nationalists
and social conservatives, with little
tolerance for minorities, dissent or
the interests of foreigners. At home,
they claim to stand up for ordinary
people against globalist elites;
abroad, they posture as the
embodiments of their nations. And
they are not just operating in
authoritarian political systems but
have begun to emerge in the
heartlands of liberal democracy. From
Putin, Trump and Bolsonaro to
Erdogan, Xi and Modi, The Age of the
Strongman provides the first truly
global treatment of the new
nationalism and offers a bold new
paradigm for understanding our world.
'When it comes to making sense of
today's world, Gideon Rachman is in a
league of his own' - Ivan Krastev,
co-author of The Light that Failed
The Double Helix E. Wenk 1999 Whoever
controls technology controls the
future. While that prospect stings,
it has a bright side. America's
preeminence stems from a remarkable
intertwining of technology and
democracy. The Constitutions set the
course. Technology provided the
means. As we recognize that
technology is about power, physical,
economic and political, business is
facilitated but principles of liberty
and justice may be at risk. This book
examines causes and offers remedies
to strengthen self-government and
restore politics as the public life
of a people.
Outcry Marie Spike 2005 American
Voices of Conscience, Post-9/11 is an
anthology of letters, op-eds,
speeches and short essays drawn from
a broad spectrum of Americans, which
laser-guided-democracy

eloquently expresses their outrage,
betrayal and frustration over the
corrupt and misguided actions and
policies of the Bush/Cheney
administration since the tragedies of
9/11. Within its pages, you?ll find
stirring monologues, passionate
rants, laser-guided satire, and
proposals for sane, nonviolent
solutions to our problems. From
soldiers to seniors, from Zen monks
to Christian ministers, from
librarians to libertarians, these are
the true patriots - those who really
care what is happening to our society
and have had the courage to speak out
against dishonesty and deception in
our cherished institutions. With the
publication of Outcry: American
Voices of Conscience, Post-9/11, we
hope to weave these myriad voices
into a chorus of reason and
compassion. For they are the voices
of conscience, unintimidated by the
dissonance of militarism, corporate
greed, and the blind, uncritical
acceptance of flag-waving propaganda.
Cannons and Codes Alison L. LaCroix
2021-03 This edited volume on war in
law and literature addresses the many
ways in which war affects human
society and the many groups of people
whose lives are affected by war. The
essays, by preeminent scholars,
discuss the ways in which literary
works can shed light on legal
thinking about war, and how a deep
understanding of law can lead to
interpretive insights on literary
works. Some concern the lives of
soldiers; others focus on civilians
living in war zones, whoare caught up
in the conflict; still others address
themselves to the home front, far
from the theatre of war. By
collecting such diverse perspectives,
with contributions from preeminent
scholars of philosophy, literature,
and law, this volume aims to show how
literature has reflected the
totalizingnature of war and the ways
in which it distorts law across
domains.
Blowout Rachel Maddow 2020-02-06
**THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** A
ground-breaking investigation into
the oil and gas industry,
international corruption and world
politics. Oil. Corrupt? Yes.
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Unimaginably lucrative? Of course.
But, the enemy of democracy? Blowout
is the oil and gas industry as we've
never seen it before, as told by
America's most incisive political
journalist, Rachel Maddow. A blackly
comic journey from Washington to
Siberia, to deep within the earth's
crust and the icy Arctic seas, it
reveals not just the greed and
incompetence of Big Oil and Gas but
why the Russian government hacked the
2016 U.S. election. This is our final
wake-up call: to stop subsidizing oil
and gas, to fight for transparency,
and to check the influence of the
world's most destructive industry
before it destroys our democracy
'Each page in Blowout is a revelation
into the depth of corruption and
greed that is infused into the
international economy' David Lammy,
MP
On War and Democracy Christopher Kutz
2020-04-28 On War and Democracy
provides a richly nuanced examination
of the moral justifications
democracies often invoke to wage war.
In this compelling and provocative
book, Christopher Kutz argues that
democratic principles can be both
fertile and toxic ground for the
project of limiting war's violence.
Only by learning to view war as
limited by our democratic
values—rather than as a tool for
promoting them—can we hope to arrest
the slide toward the borderless,
seemingly endless democratic "holy
wars" and campaigns of remote
killings we are witnessing today, and
to stop permanently the use of
torture and secret law. Kutz shows
how our democratic values, understood
incautiously and incorrectly, can
actually undermine the goal of
limiting war. He helps us better
understand why we are tempted to
believe that collective violence in
the name of politics can be
legitimate when individual violence
is not. In doing so, he offers a bold
new account of democratic agency that
acknowledges the need for national
defense and the promotion of liberty
abroad while limiting the temptations
of military intervention. Kutz
demonstrates why we must address
concerns about the means of waging
laser-guided-democracy

war—including remote war and
surveillance—and why we must create
institutions to safeguard some
nondemocratic values, such as dignity
and martial honor, from the threat of
democratic politics. On War and
Democracy reveals why understanding
democracy in terms of political
agency, not institutional process, is
crucial to limiting when and how
democracies use violence.
The Encyclopedia Americana 2002
Powerful and Brutal Weapons Stephen P
Randolph 2009-06-30 As America
confronts an unpredictable war in
Iraq, Randolph returns to an earlier
conflict that severely tested our
civilian and military leaders. In
1972, America sought to withdraw from
Vietnam with its credibility intact,
with President Nixon and National
Security Advisor Kissinger hoping
that gains on the battlefield would
strengthen their position at the
negotiating table. Randolph's
intimate chronicle of the commanderin-chief gains us unprecedented
access to how these strategic
assessments were made and played out.
Democracy's Arsenal Jacques S.
Gansler 2013-08-16 An expert explains
why the security needs of the twentyfirst century require a
transformation of the defense
industry of the twentieth century.
New geopolitical realities—including
terrorism, pandemics, rogue nuclear
states, resource conflicts,
insurgencies, mass migration,
economic collapse, and cyber
attacks—have created a dramatically
different national-security
environment for America. Twentiethcentury defense strategies,
technologies, and industrial
practices will not meet the security
requirements of a post-9/11 world. In
Democracy's Arsenal, Jacques Gansler
describes the transformations needed
in government and industry to achieve
a new, more effective system of
national defense. Drawing on his
decades of experience in industry,
government, and academia, Gansler
argues that the old model of everincreasing defense expenditures on
largely outmoded weapons systems must
be replaced by a strategy that
combines a healthy economy, effective
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international relations, and a strong
(but affordable) national security
posture. The defense industry must
remake itself to become responsive
and relevant to the needs of twentyfirst-century security.
Democracy without Journalism? Victor
Pickard 2019-11-01 As local media
institutions collapse and news
deserts sprout up across the country,
the US is facing a profound
journalism crisis. Meanwhile,
continuous revelations about the role
that major media outlets--from
Facebook to Fox News--play in the
spread of misinformation have exposed
deep pathologies in American
communication systems. Despite these
threats to democracy, policy
responses have been woefully
inadequate. In Democracy Without
Journalism? Victor Pickard argues
that we're overlooking the core roots
of the crisis. By uncovering
degradations caused by run-amok
commercialism, he brings into focus
the historical antecedents, market
failures, and policy inaction that
led to the implosion of commercial
journalism and the proliferation of
misinformation through both social
media and mainstream news. The
problem isn't just the loss of
journalism or irresponsibility of
Facebook, but the very structure upon
which our profit-driven media system
is built. The rise of a
"misinformation society" is
symptomatic of historical and endemic
weaknesses in the American media
system tracing back to the early
commercialization of the press in the
1800s. While professionalization was
meant to resolve tensions between
journalism's public service and
profit imperatives, Pickard argues
that it merely camouflaged deeper
structural maladies. Journalism has
always been in crisis. The market
never supported the levels of
journalism--especially local,
international, policy, and
investigative reporting--that a
healthy democracy requires. Today
these long-term defects have
metastasized. In this book, Pickard
presents a counter-narrative that
shows how the modern journalism
crisis stems from media's historical
laser-guided-democracy

over-reliance on advertising revenue,
the ascendance of media monopolies,
and a lack of public oversight. He
draws attention to the perils of
monopoly control over digital
infrastructures and the rise of
platform monopolies, especially the
"Facebook problem." He looks to
experiments from the Progressive and
New Deal Eras--as well as public
media models around the world--to
imagine a more reliable and
democratic information system. The
book envisions what a new kind of
journalism might look like,
emphasizing the need for a publicly
owned and democratically governed
media system. Amid growing scrutiny
of unaccountable monopoly control
over media institutions and concerns
about the consequences to democracy,
now is an opportune moment to address
fundamental flaws in US news and
information systems and push for
alternatives. Ultimately, the goal is
to reinvent journalism.
Multicultural Education, Critical
Pedagogy, and the Politics of
Difference Christine E. Sleeter
1995-01-01 This book explores and
expands upon linkages between
multicultural education and critical
pedagogy, drawing on the shared goal
of challenging oppressive social
relationships.
The Servile Mind Kenneth Minogue
2012-11-20 One of the grim comedies
of the twentieth century was that
miserable victims of communist
regimes would climb walls, swim
rivers, dodge bullets, and find other
desperate ways to achieve liberty in
the West at the same time that
progressive intellectuals would
sentimentally proclaim that these
very regimes were the wave of the
future. A similar tragicomedy is
playing out in our century: as the
victims of despotism and backwardness
from Third World nations pour into
Western states, academics and
intellectuals present Western life as
a nightmare of inequality and
oppression. In The Servile Mind: How
Democracy Erodes the Moral Life,
Kenneth Minogue explores the
intelligentsia’s love affair with
social perfection and reveals how
that idealistic dream is destroying
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exactly what has made the inventive
Western world irresistible to the
peoples of foreign lands. The Servile
Mind looks at how Western morality
has evolved into mere “politicomoral” posturing about admired
ethical causes—from solving world
poverty and creating peace to curing
climate change. Today, merely making
the correct noises and parading one’s
essential decency by having the
correct opinions has become a
substitute for individual moral
responsibility. Instead, Minogue
argues, we ask that our governments
carry the burden of solving our
social—and especially moral—problems
for us. The irony is that the more we
allow the state to determine our
moral order, the more we need to be
told how to behave and what to think.
Such is the servile mind.
Global Trends 2030 Office of the
Director of National Intelligence
Council 2017-03-11 This publication
covers global megatrends for the next
20 years and how they will affect the
United States. This is the fifth
installment in the National
Intelligence Council's series aimed
at providing a framework for thinking
about possible futures and their
implications. The report is intended
to stimulate strategic thinking about
the rapid and vast geopolitical
changes characterizing the world
today and possible global
trajectories during the next 15-20
years by identifying critical trends
and potential discontinuities. The
authors distinguish between
megatrends, those factors that will
likely occur under any scenario, and
game-changers, critical variables
whose trajectories are far less
certain. NIC 2012-001. Several
innovations are included in Global
Trends 2030, including: a review of
the four previous Global Trends
reports, input from academic and
other experts around the world,
coverage of disruptive technologies,
and a chapter on the potential
trajectories for the US role in the
international system and the possible
the impact on future international
relations. Table of Contents:
Introduction 1 Megatrends 6
Individual Empowerment 8 Poverty
laser-guided-democracy

Reduction 8 An Expanding Global
Middle Class 8 Education and the
Gender Gap 10 Role of Communications
Technologies 11 Improving Health 11 A
MORE CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE
12 Diffusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND
FALL OF COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD
STORY 17 THE LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN
THE WORLD OF 2030 18 Demographic
Patterns 20 Widespread Aging 20
Shrinking Number of Youthful
Countries 22 A New Age of Migration
23 The World as Urban 26 Growing
Food, Water, and Energy Nexus 30
Food, Water, and Climate 30 A
Brighter Energy Outlook 34 GameChangers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global
Economy 40 The Plight of the West 40
Crunch Time Too for the Emerging
Powers 43 A Multipolar Global
Economy: Inherently More Fragile? 46
The Governance Gap 48 Governance
Starts at Home: Risks and
Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS ON
EQUALITY AND OPENNESS 53 NEW
GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New Regional
Order? 55 Global Multilateral
Cooperation 55 The Potential for
Increased Conflict 59 INTRASTATE
CONFLICT: CONTINUED DECLINE 59
Interstate Conflict: Chances Rising
61 Wider Scope of Regional
Instability 70 The Middle East: At a
Tipping Point 70 South Asia: Shocks
on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple
Strategic Futures 76 Europe:
Transforming Itself 78 Sub-Saharan
Africa: Turning a Corner by 2030? 79
Latin America: More Prosperous but
Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of
New Technologies 83 Information
Technologies 83 AUTOMATION AND
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 87
Resource Technologies 90 Health
Technologies 95 The Role of the
United States 98 Steady US Role 98
Multiple Potential Scenarios for the
United States' Global Role 101
Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled
Engines 110 FUSION 116 Gini-out-ofthe-Bottle 122 Nonstate World 128
Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog
References 137 Audience: Appropriate
for anyone, from businesses to banks,
government agencies to start-ups, the
technology sector to the teaching
sector, and more. This publication
helps anticipate where the world will
be: socially, politically,
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technologically, and culturally over
the next few decades. Keywords:
Global Trends 2030 Alternative
Worlds, global trends 2030, Global
Trends series, National Intelligence
Council, global trajectories, global
megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical
changes
"Evandro Agazzi: Right, Wrong and
Science" 2004-01-01 Solving the
problem of the negative impact of
science and technology on society and
the environment is indeed the
greatest challenge of our time. To
date, this challenge has been taken
up by few professional philosophers
of science, making this volume a
welcome contribution to the general
debate. Agazzi’s treatment involves
viewing modern science and technology
as each constituting systems. Against
the background of this approach, he
provides a penetrating analysis of
science, technology and ethics, and
their interrelations. Agazzi sees the
solution to the problem as lying in
the moral sphere and including a
multilateral assumption of
responsibility on the part of
decision makers both within and
outside of science.
Public Papers of the Presidents of
the United States, George W. Bush
United States. President (2001-2009 :
Bush) 2003
The World Book Encyclopedia: Research
Guide - Index World Book, Inc 2007 An
encyclopedia designed especially to
meet the needs of elementary, junior
high, and senior high school
students.
Europe's Macadam, America's Tar Alan
Goldfein 2004-01-01 Cultural Writing.
In this meticulous "expose" which
manages to be humorous while yet
compelling, the highly-priased
novelist Alan Goldfein tackles The
European Reality and The American
Delusion - about itself and Europe.
He lives there half the year, and
focuses his clear writer's eye on
bringing to light the ways in which
America does suffer in a face-off
with the "old world." The author has
deftly taken the unique approach of
exploring Europe in order to better
understand America. By aiming at the
problems we face from the vantage
point of some of our cultural
laser-guided-democracy

brethren across the Atlantic,
Goldfein is able to cast a broader
light on what must be done to fire up
our own national renewal.
Rain Barney Campbell 2015-07-30 ONE
OF THE EVENING STANDARD'S BOOKS OF
THE YEAR 2015 Barney Campbell's Rain
is a searingly powerful début that
reads like a British Matterhorn
******** 'A wonderfully achieved,
enthralling and moving novel of war.
Its authenticity is as telling as it
is terrifying' William Boyd 'No
better on-the-ground description of
Britain's war will ever be written.
Rain is what Chickenhawk or, more
recently, Matterhorn was to Vietnam.
It's unputdownable, except for when
the reader needs to draw breath or
battle a lump in the throat' Evening
Strandard Corporal Thomas (my acting
sergeant since Adams died) and I have
to go down the line of the boys as
they're checking their kit before we
go out. Some of them are crying, not
bawling just weeping gently but still
steadfast; others are just pumped to
the max, bouncing their heads up and
down like they're listening to trance
music, just amped about getting the
rounds down. Those are the ones I'm
most worried about; how they're going
to cope with being back home is
beyond me. Tom Chamberlain was
destined to be a soldier from the
moment he discovered a faded picture
of his father patrolling the streets
of Belfast. With the war in
Afghanistan at its savage peak, Tom
is despatched from home in the dead
of an anonymous September night, a
blood tribute leaving without
fanfare. Full of eagerness, but
wracked by self-doubt, he must
discover who he is and what he is
capable of. But as the bonds with his
comrades grow, home - and the loved
ones left behind - seem ever more
remote from the surreal violence and
exhilaration of war. Drawing on the
author's own experience, Rain is the
most powerful, vivid and affecting
portrait of the Afghan frontline to
have yet emerged - a novel of war
that will take its place among the
classics from previous generations.
'Rain is not merely good, it's
remarkable. Powerful, at times
unbearably harrowing, it captures
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both the fear and exhilaration of men
pushed to breaking point' Jeremy
Paxman 'Gripping . . . the ending is
genuinely shocking' Daily Mail 'A
powerful and moving story of war with
all the authenticity of a memoir'
Charles Cumming 'One of the most
powerful and emotional works ever
written about British soldiers in
battle. Troubling, funny, upsetting,
exhilarating and deeply moving. You
will never forget it' Colonel Richard
Kemp 'Thrilling, gut-wrenching and
profoundly moving, this book, like
all the very best novels of war, has
the utterly compelling grip of

laser-guided-democracy

authenticity' James Holland 'An
extraordinary book: authentic,
beautifully written and very moving'
Saul David 'Simply superb. It could
become the defining account of the
British in Afghanistan' Tom Petch,
writer and directer of 'The Patrol'
'One of the best novels about the
Afghanistan war. Brutally honest, it
could have been a memoir' David Axe
'A must-read debut' Tom Newton-Dunn
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